8 June 2018

Director NAC Naval Affairs Report to
The NAC AGM June 2018
General
NAC Naval Affairs over the years has been challenged to be relevant as a voice of
naval affairs in support of Canada’s navy and coast guard. Being a volunteer
organization reliance
The 2017 AGM and BOD approved the NAC Naval Affairs strategy, attached. The key
element of this strategy was endorsing a vision (To be a nationally recognized and
valued source of naval and maritime strategic thought and education) and mission
(To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and the
application of sea power in the national interests) for NAC Naval Affairs. Adopting
these strategic statements set the course for all future work of NAC Naval Affairs.
Subsequent to the AGM and the BOD approval of the NAC Naval Affairs strategy an
Implementation Plan was developed and approved, attached. In addition a draft
communications strategy was developed, attached.
The key initiate in the execution of the implementation plan was the engagement of
a Coordinator NAC Naval Affairs and a NAC Naval Affairs Research Coordinator.
This activity occurred early in the new year. A job posting was developed based on
approved terms of reference and widely circulated to academic institutions, the
navy and within NAC. A selection panel was convened and two highly qualified
candidates were selected who were made and accepted offers. The selected
individuals are:
Coordinator NAC Naval Affairs-Dr. Ann Griffiths of Dalhousie University , Halifax,
Nova Scotia (bio attached)
NAC Naval Affairs Research Coordinator-Dr. Adam Lajeunesse of St. Francis Xavier
University, Antigonish, Nova Scotia (bio attached)
Next Steps
The following are the next steps for Naval Affairs:
• Develop a rolling five year budget
• Finalize the research agenda and build the Naval Affairs Knowledge Base
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•
•

Conduct national polls and surveys to establish the knowledge and the
interest of Canadians in naval and maritime issues
Based on the draft communications strategy develop and implement a Naval
Affairs Communications Plan

OSB
I. Parker
Director Naval Affairs
Attachments:
1. Naval Affairs Strategy
2. Naval Affairs Implementation Plan
3. Draft Naval Affairs Communications Strategy
4. Bio-Dr. Ann Griffiths
5. Bio-Dr. Adam Lajeunesse
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NAC Naval Affairs Strategy
Attachment 1

• Intent-Develop and implement a Naval Affairs (NA)
Strategy to achieve relevance as a centre of naval
(and eventually maritime*) security knowledge
• Challenges to success: (Failure to overcome defeats
strategy)
– NAC NA has no full time coordinating HR resources
– Lack of regional NAC support
– Relationship with NLOC (Maritime Affairs) and like minded
organizations unclear and certainly uncoordinated
Maritime*-An inclusive term that includes all aspect of activities, civil and naval,
that relate to the oceans and the seas of the world
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Mission

To inform and educate Canadians
about Canada in a maritime world
and the application of sea power in
the national interests

Vision

To be a nationally recognized and
valued source of naval and maritime
strategic thought and education

Strategic
Objectives

Potential
Foundational
Factors

Develop a body of
National Naval and maritime
knowledge

Coordinate efforts
with like minded
organizations

Implement a national
Communications
strategy

Resources from BOA/Conferences
14 Branches
Annual conferences
Rigor of knowledge information
Financial Support
2
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Mission
To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and
the application of sea power in the national interests

•

Potential Foundation for Success-(Critical to achieving the mission)
– 14 Branches
•

Membership

•

Riding locations-need to link to Branches

–
–

Potential for engagement through communications strategy
Potential contributors and researchers

– Resources from:
•
•
•

BOA
Conferences
Sponsors

– Annual conferences
•

Note: Need a guiding theme for each conference (given the resources consumed), and, later, a logical progression from one
conference theme to the next. These conferences also require a greater effort to increase media turnout and a continuation
of the recent effort to ensure each conference produces a credible written public record of the event

– Rigor of Information (This will require a someone with sufficient background and will to enforce
the above standards)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid emotion and bias
Focused on facts or evidence
Factually correct
Logical arguments
Supportive by authoritative and easily verifiable sources
Balanced
Not provide anyone with a reason to question the NAC’s perspective, balance, wisdom and opinion
Timely (particularly when dealing with the media)

– Assumption-Limited support from the RCN
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Mission-To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and
the application of sea power in the national interests

•

Strategic Objective-Develop and distribute a body of Naval and maritime
knowledge
– Actions Required
• Hire Coordinator Naval Affairs-Required to coordinate all activities and become a POC for
outside enquiries
• Hire Research Coordinator-To coordinate the production of research material
• List of basic knowledge material is listed at annex A
• Engage researchers and writers to develop knowledge material
–
–
–

Volunteers
Academic researchers
Known academics

• Conduct:
–

–

polls to establish :
» Canadians knowledge of the RCN
» Canadians willingness to invest Additional resources existing polls exist on this.
surveys of decision makers and influencers to test their knowledge of the RCN and defence and security matters

• Analyze polls and surveys to help shape basic knowledge material
• Redevelop NAC website to accommodate knowledge material
• Develop 10 key themes from the knowledge material to convert into:
–
–
–
–

Promotional material
Elevator speeches
On line videos
Promotional videos
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Annex A
Naval Affairs Papers and Articles (Basis of Knowledge Bank)
Priority
1

Paper/Article (May be combined as appropriate within a priority)
What are Canada's national interests?
What is sovereignty?
What is maritime sovereignty?

2

What are the differences and relationships between defence, peace, security, safety and law enforcement?

3

What international laws apply to activities at sea?
How does the United Nation’s Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) affect Canada?

4

In Canada, who is responsible for: Maritime defence? Maritime security? Maritime law enforcement? Maritime
pollution prevention and control? Safety of navigation at sea? Search and Rescue at sea?
In Canada, who speaks on naval issues?

5

How does the use of the seas affect Canada’s prosperity?

6

What do navies do?
Are all navies the same?
What is the difference between a navy and a coast guard?
Are all coast guards the same?
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Annex A
Naval Affairs Papers and Articles (Basis of Knowledge Bank)
Priority
7

Paper/Article (May be combined as appropriate within a priority)
What is the maritime operating environment?
What are the differences in the operational challenges of naval operations in the open ocean and the littoral
environments?
What is meant by Whole-of-Government cooperation at sea?

What were the recommendations of the 1990 Osbaldeston Report, All the Ships that Sail : a Study of Canada's
Fleets?
What are Canada’s maritime surveillance requirements?
What is the most efficient way to build and sustain an effective Navy?
Why is it most important to provide the Navy with reliable funding over time?
8

What is combat capability?
What is the difference between a combatant and a non-combatant ship?
What is the difference between a ship and a boat?
What are the general characteristics of naval, sea-going platforms?
What are the differences, advantages and disadvantages between single, multi and general purpose ships?
What determines the size and nature of a Navy?
What is a Statement of Operational Requirement (or SOR)?
What is meant by third party validation of requirements?

6
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Annex A
Naval Affairs Papers and Articles (Basis of Knowledge Bank)
Priority

Paper/Article (May be combined as appropriate within a priority)

9

What is the difference between an army, an air force and a navy?
What are the differences between a tank, a plane, a ship and a submarine?

10

Why does Canada need surface combatants?
Why does Canada need submarines?
What is the value of submarines?
Why does Canada need support ships?
What are Canada’s submarine requirements?

11

What is a maritime nation? –Completed
Why is Canada a maritime nation? –completed
What are the threats to Canada's sovereignty? –completed?
What are the threats to Canada's maritime sovereignty? –completed?
What are the threats to Canada's maritime sovereignty? –completed
What are the maritime threats to the Canadian national interests of peace and security and economic prosperity
which warrant a Navy? Completed?
What modern military threats exist above, on and below the ocean surface? Completed?
Why does Canada need a Navy? -completed
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Mission
To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and
the application of sea power in the national interests
•

Strategic Objective-Coordinate efforts with like minded organizations
–

Actions Required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize that coordinated efforts by NAC Naval Affairs, NLOC Maritime Affairs and like minded organizations leverages multiple
voices in support of Canada’s Navy
Establish “Like Minded Organization” liaison
Maintain and enhance liaison with RCN
Establish relationship with the RCN leadership
Create a “Like Minded Organization” planning and coordination committee
Share all NAC knowledge material with “Like Minded Organizations”
Leverage NLOC Canadian footprint
Coordinate, as required, conference programs with “Like Minded Organizations”
Synchronize “Like Minded Organizations” messaging
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Mission
To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and
the application of sea power in the national interests
•

Strategic Objective-Develop and implement a National Communications strategy
–

Actions required
•

Develop communications strategy to include: (if necessary hire a communication strategy firm)

–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

Brand NAC as the “go to” experts on naval strategic issues
Redesign the NAC Outreach program addressing the following:
» Is it necessary?
» Will it work in all branches?
» What support is needed
» Who are the target audiences
» Are their sufficient volunteers?
» Do volunteers need training?
» What materials are required by what Branches
Identification of target audiences
» Use polls to inform
Develop themes for
» Decision makers and influencers
» The general public
Develop communications messages
Identify most appropriate media:
» Academic
» Canadian Institutes
» Print media
» Electronic media
» Outreach
Identify spokesmen for
» Media engagement
» Outreach program
Coordinate with like minded organizations
Create “fact check” capability to engage journalists
Generate feed back on a consistent basis
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Implementation
Naval Affairs Plan

• Timeline
– Immediate-Post BOD decision
– Short term: Year 1
– Medium term : Year 2
– Long term: Year 3 and sustainment

10
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Naval Affairs Plan

•

2017-Immediate-Post BOD Decision
• Fall 2017
–

Director NA to hire:
» Naval Affairs Coordinator estimated cost $CAN48,000 per year
» Research Coordinator estimated cost: $CAN 15,000 per year

– Director NA to initiate discussions with NLOC and like minded organizations to establish liaison
and a coordinating committee with the intent of:
» Synchronizing messaging
» Sharing knowledge material
» Leveraging the combined NLOC/NAC/like minded organizations Canadian footprint and
activities to include:
• Hosting conferences
• Synchronizing messaging
• Synchronizing communications strategy
– Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to initiate the development of a communications strategy
– Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to develop basic knowledge production plan for the material
listed at annex A, to include:
» Production prioritization, and
» Production requirements for 2017 ,2018, 2019 and 2020
» Note: at CAN$1000 a paper maximum cost will be approximately CAN$45,000
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Naval Affairs Co-ordinator Naval Association of
Canada (NAC) Naval Affairs
Role
•
The role of the Naval Affairs Coordinator is to provide direction and leadership coordinating all NAC Naval Affairs activities focused on
informing and educating Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and the application of sea power in the national interests
Naval Affairs Coordinator Duties and Responsibilities
•
Develop, in conjunction with the Director NAC Naval Affairs, lead and manage the NAC Naval Affairs program
•
Develop, recommend and implement the Naval Affairs annual strategic business plan
•
Develop, recommend and implement the Naval Affairs annual strategic communications plan
•
Lead and oversee the Naval Affairs research program including the supervision of the Naval Affairs Research coordinator
•
Coordinate Naval Affairs activities with NAC Branches
•
Coordinate Naval Affairs activities with the NLOC and the CDA/CDAI
•
Establish and maintain close liaison with academic institutions
•
Coordinate required changes to the NAC Naval Affairs website
•
Coordinate the development of NAC Naval Affairs media
•
Act as POC for interested media
•
NAC Naval Affairs Coordinator Reports
•
The Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NAC Naval Affairs will report to the Director NAC Naval Affairs
•
The Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NAC Naval Affairs will report annually to the NAC AGM on progress on the NAC Naval Affairs program
Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NAC Naval Affairs Relationships

•

•

Develop liaison with and collaborate with
– NLOC
– CDA
– CDAI
– Academic Institutions
– Industry
– The media
Maintain a relationship as appropriate with the RCN
12
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Research Coordinator Naval Association of
Canada (NAC) Naval Affairs
Role
Coordinate the production of background papers on such topics as maritime sovereignty for the NAC website:
Duties and Responsibilities
•
Establish and maintain links with teaching academics to enlist student writers
•
Develop annual paper production plan for the papers at annex A
•
Publish a list of 10-12 papers annually based on the paper production plan and distribute to academics and for student interest
•
Draft up a short contract for writers aimed primarily at students
•
Manage the payment of grants for writers
•
Release or post standard instructions for each paper
•
With the assistance of the host academic for each student paper; assess and correct the initial bibliography and outline, the first draft
and the final draft
•
Update the NAC website on published papers and papers still sought
•
Select some papers for publishing elsewhere and assist the writer to get papers published
•
As appropriate for each NAC annual conference establish if papers are sought and guide the conference planning to offer speakers this
option, and a publishing bonus. As part of this task liaise with the potential host journal to see they are published and NAC’s role
highlighted. If NAC elects to work with a journal by sponsoring an issue, lead this effort.
•
Maintain an electronic bibliography on traditional NAC topics (Subs, Naval rationale, etc) and share these with the NAC members who
wish to writer papers and op-eds.
•
Monitor the CFC papers and USNIP, and Naval Review for material worth posting on the NAC site (monitoring copyright rules) or
sending to select journals (CNR?)
•
Be prepared to write or guide the writing of time critical op-eds or letters to the editor
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Naval Association of Canada (NAC) Naval Affairs
(NA) Paper Approach and Template
Approach
•
Writer submits a one page outline and a two page bibliography he (not NAC NA) produces. This will
indicate the extent to which the potential author is doing some real research. Paid $150.
•

Writer submits a 3000 word (max as this is the normal journal length should you wish to publish the paper
later) draft. Paid $ 350.

•

Writer submits a 3000 word final. Paid $500 on being posted to NAC website.

Template (standard academic template)
•
Introduction including:
–
–

•

A statement of the central argument (the ‘thesis statement or the question he/she seeks to answer, in one para or less, IE “This paper will
precisely define ‘maritime sovereignty’ and relate it to Canada’s situation.”),
The roadmap (one para) that provides an outline of the main parts of the paper, and the context (or why this topic is relevant today, also in
one or two para.

The Main Body or Arguments
–
–
–

Often a brief recap of the issue’s history starts this section
Occasionally, a brief recap of the way other writers have addressed the topic or the question then follows
The author’s Argument or Arguments are then presented in sequence

•

The Conclusion This is the author’s summary of his arguments. He may not introduce new material at this
point.

•

The Recommendations This section may not be required. If, however, the author feels recommendations
14
are needed it is often better to put them in a new section after the conclusion.
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Naval Affairs Plan
Funding Demand
2017-Post AGM Decision-$10,500
Activity

OCT

NOV

DEC

NOTES

CNA Salary

$4,000

$4,000

May be less
depending
on hiring
date

RC NA Salary

$1,250

$1,250

May be less
depending
on hiring
date

$5,250

$5,250

Paper
Production

Total

Costs may be deferred into 2018 due to planning/hiring delays.
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Naval Affairs Plan
•

2018
•

Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to develop budget requirements and submit to NAC
–

•

Research Coordinator NA to identify and contract potential researchers and writers to deliver the basic
knowledge material to include:
–
–

•

Production assignments based on prioritization
Funding
» Papers CAN$45,000

Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to conduct :
polls to establish:
–
–
–
–
–

•

Budget to include:
» Poll and survey costs
» Research costs-CAN$45,000
» HR costs
» Promotional materials
» Poll Costs

Canadians knowledge of the RCN and
Canadians willingness to invest Additional resources
surveys of decision makers and influencers to test their knowledge of the RCN and defence and security matters
Analysis of polls and surveys to help shape basic knowledge material
Funding required
» per detailed poll $15,000-$25,000

Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to identify, within Branches interest and POCs for local Naval Affairs
activities

16
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Naval Affairs Plan Funding Demand 2018-$94, 500
Activity

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

CNA
Salary

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

RC NA
Salary

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

Papers

$500

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

$1K

Polls

$5.75K

$6.25K

$6.25K

$26.25K

See
Note

Assumes
1 poll

$20K

Total

NOTES

$6.25K

$6.25K

$6.25K

$6.25K

$6.25K

$6.25K

$6.25K

$6.25K

Note: Based on Group priorities in Annex A.
Assumes some subject combination.
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Naval Affairs Plan
•

2019
–
–

Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to finalize and implement communications strategy
Naval Affairs Co-ordintor to work with the NAC Webmaster for the redevelopment of the NAC website,
Facebook Page to:
– Display knowledge material
– Display promotional material
– Funding potentially CAN$10,000
– Provide continuous updates

–

Naval Affairs Co-ordinator NA to develop 10 key themes from the knowledge material to convert into:
– Promotional material (On and off the web)
» Elevator speeches
» On line videos
» Promotional videos

–
–

Director NA to finalize discussions with NLOC
NA/NLOC coordinating committee to:
– Select theme for annual conference-Annex A can be used for guidance.
– Initiate planning for annual conference

18
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Naval Affairs Plan Funding Demand 2019-$76,000
Activity

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

CNA
Salary

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4

$4

$4

$4

RC NA
Salary

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

$1.25K

Papers

$2K

$2K

$2K

$2K

$2K

$2K

$1K

See
Note 1
See
Note 2

Website

$5K

Note 3

Video
Production
and
promotiona
l materials

Total

NOTES

Costs
TBD

$7.25K

$7.25K

$7.25K

$7.25K

$7.25K

$7.25K

$6.25K

$10.25K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

Note 3: Cost estimate only. Require detailed estimate
for new web master/site mirrored on Facebook

Note 1: Assumes a I month admin cleanup period
Note 2: Based on Group priorities in Annex A.
Assumes some subject combination.
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Naval Affairs Plan Funding Demand 2020-$53,000
Activity

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

CNA
Salary

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

$4k

NOTES

RC NA
Salary

Website

Total

See
Note

$5K

$4K

$4K

$9K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

$4K

Note-Place marker based on Note 3 for 2019
21
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Naval Affairs Plan
•

2020 to Steady State
– Naval Affairs Coordinator NA to populate NA website with knowledge material
– Text, and
– Video
• NA website go live
• NA/NLOC detailed conference planning
• Naval Affairs Coordinator NA to identify trusted media spokesmen in all regions

20
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Attachment 2

Naval Affairs (NA) Strategy Implementation Plan

Approved for implementation 19 Dec by NAC Board of Directors

Davis Soule
Executive Director
Naval Association of Canada
1138 Sauterne Pk
Orleans, ON K1C 2N8
Home/Business: 613-837-4026
Cell: 613-794-0977
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NAC NAVAL AFFAIRS (NA) STRATEGY-IMPLEMENTATION
NAC NA Strategic Vision
To be a nationally recognized and valued source of naval and maritime strategic
thought and education
NAC NA Mission
To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and to explain
the application of sea power in the national interest
General
Implementation of the NAC NA strategy will occur in three phases. Although
addressed sequentially, actions from multiple phases can be executed
simultaneously. Successful implementation of the NAC NA Strategy depends on
dedicated paid NAC Naval Affairs staff be they employees or contractors. Previous
part time and volunteer activities have been successful in niche areas and
specialized events but will not achieve the NA Strategic Vision and mission noted
above.
Assumptions
The following assumptions apply to this plan:
• Full Board and membership support with the assignment of the necessary
resources, material, financial, including travel, and human, over the next five
years estimated to include but not be limited to:
• Engaging a NAC Coordinator Naval Affairs (CNACNA)-estimated cost
approximately $CAN 48,000 per year
• Engaging a Research Coordinator (NACNARC)-estimated cost
approximately $CAN 15,000 per year
• Completing research papers estimated at approximately $CAN 25,000
over five years
• Expanding website presence with naval affairs material-estimated at
approximately $CAN 10,000-15,000 as an initial start up cost
• Preparing media material, yet to be estimated
• Subscribing to professional journal such as the United States Navy
Institute of Proceedings (USNIP), HIS Jane’s, Defence News, etc, costs yet
to be estimated
• A national budgeting process that identifies and protects the necessary
resources over the longer term to ensure that the NAC NA both establishes and
sustains a full time respected centre of naval and maritime affairs
• Board approved contracting mechanism for the proposed Coordinator Naval
Affairs (CNACNA) and the Research Coordinator (NACNARC) such that
individuals are in place by 1 April 2018
• Commitment by each NAC Branch to identify a Naval Affairs volunteer willing to
engage in NA activities with the local community
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Phases
Phase I: The first phase, or the preparatory phase, has three major activities; first
the turnover from the past Director NA to the incoming Director NA. Second the
search for and the engagement of the Coordinator NAC NA (CNACNA) and the
Research Coordinator NAC NA (NACNARC). The CNACNA must be Ottawa based in
order to maintain links with the Ottawa based RCN and CCG staffs. The NACNARC
should be located at or near a Canadian University and preferably enrolled or
employed at that university. Third, the development of the NAC NA Strategic
Communications Plan that includes the communications objectives, internal and
external, explains the NA Outreach Program, and describes how the Internet and
social media will support strategic communications.
Phase II: The second phase, or the implementation phase, consists of five major
activities; first, the CNACNA develops and submits a rolling five year budget plan to
be submitted on an annual basis, second, the NACNARC finalizes the prioritization of
the NAC Knowledge Base and identifies and contacts potential researchers and
writers, within the NAC and in academia, to populate the NAC Knowledge Base.
Third, the CNACNA directs polls and surveys to measure the understanding of
Canadians about Canada’s place in the maritime environment and gain impressions
of the RCN and the CCG. Fourth, the CNACNA is to identify, within NAC Branches
interest and volunteers for local Outreach and NA activities. It is understood that as
part of his/her activities the CNACNA will forge relationships with like-minded
organizations, e.g.; USNI, CDAI, NLOC, RUSI (UK), etc.
Phase III: The third phase, the sustainment phase, consists of, in addition to
sustaining the activities identified in Phases I and II, the CNACNA is to finalize and
implement the NAC NA Strategic Communications Plan, engage appropriate
technology expertise to develop and to deliver electronic media and to foster
relationships with like minded groups and media organizations.
DETAILED PLANNING ACTIVITIES BY PHASE
Phase I-Preparatory Phase
1. Turnover with past Director NA
a. Turnover occurred with Dan Sing-13 Dec
b. Establish background and the NA actions completed to date:
i. Status of draft papers
ii. Relationships with like minded organizations
iii. Liaison with the RCN and related institutions in place now
iv. Status of NA on the NAC website
v. Media relationships and communications strategy
vi. Relationship with RCN leadership
vii. Relationship with MPs/Senators
viii. Relationship with the Defence Industry
16

c. Engage a CNACNA and a NACNARC (The respective position
descriptions are at Annex A) (Note the costs of advertising,
interviewing and potential travel to engage the CNACNA and the
NACNARC have not been estimated.)
d. Draft Coordinator NAC NA Skill Requirements
i. Bachelor’s Degree
ii. Preferred Graduate Degree in International Studies
iii. Solid understanding of:
1. Government processes
2. Government policy development and implementation
3. Canadian Defence and Security Policy
4. Canadian Foreign Policy
iv. Proven ability to work independently
v. Proven ability to translate broad direction into action
vi. Proven ability to work cooperatively
vii. Proven ability to apply sound judgment
viii. Proven ability to work with and understand Canada’s various
regions of Canada
ix. Willingness to travel
x. Secret security clearance
e. Post position and requirements at:
i. NAC Branches
ii. Starshell
iii. The Lookout
iv. The Trident
v. Canadian Naval Review
vi. NAC website
vii. Newspapers
viii. Universities
f. Draft NAC Research Coordinator Skill Requirements
i. Graduate political science student with a focus on defence and
security
ii. Proven understanding of the maritime environment
iii. Proven research skills
iv. Proven ability to work cooperatively
v. Proven strong writing skills at the post graduate level
vi. Proven logical problem solving ability
vii. Proven ability to work independently and at a distance from
direct supervision
viii. Willingness to travel
ix. Proven ability to function successfully in a complex IT
environment
g. Post NAC Research Coordinator position at:
i. All Canadian universities
17

ii. University journals, alumni periodicals and newspapers
iii. NAC website
iv. Starshell
v. The Lookout
vi. Trident
h. Evaluate submissions and conduct appropriate interviews (See annex
B)
2. Develop NAC NA Strategic Communications plan to include:
a. Outreach objectives
b. Branding NAC as the “go to” experts on naval and maritime strategic
issues
c. Redesigning the NAC Outreach/Advocacy program addressing the
following:
i. Is it necessary?
ii. Will it work in all branches?
iii. What support is needed
iv. Who are the target audiences
v. Are their sufficient volunteers?
vi. Do volunteers need training?
vii. What materials are required by what Branches
viii. Identification of target audiences
d. Developing strategic themes and communications for:
i. Decision makers and influencers
ii. The general public
e. Identifying most appropriate media:
i. Academic
ii. Canadian Institutes
iii. Print media
iv. Electronic media
v. Outreach
f. Identifying spokesmen for
i. Media engagement
ii. Outreach program
g. Coordinating messaging with like minded organizations
h. Creating a “fact check” (quick reaction) capability within the NAC NA
to engage journalists
i. Generating feed back on a consistent basis to inform the
communications plan
Phase II-Implementation Phase
1. Develop a rolling five year budget for the NAC NA to include:
a. HR requirements
b. Research requirements for years 2018 through 2020
c. Polling and survey requirements and priorities
d. Promotional material including IT requirements
18

2. Build the NAC NA Knowledge Base
a. Finalization of the prioritization
b. Standardize format
c. Identify and engage writers and researchers
3. Engage a reputable firm to conduct polls and surveys to establish the
baseline Canadian understanding of Canada in the maritime world
4. Identify and engage Branch level NA and Outreach volunteers
Phase III-Sustainment
1. Continue implementation of Phase II activities
2. Rollout NAC NA Strategic Communications Plan
a. Develop and populate NA website
b. Establish a social media presence that supports communications
planning and execution
c. Display knowledge material
d. Display promotional material
e. Provide regular updates
f. Develop 10 key themes from the knowledge material to convert into:
i. Promotional material (On and off the web)
ii. Elevator speeches
iii. On line videos
iv. Promotional videos
3. Coordinate discussions with like minded institutions
a. Synchronizing messaging
b. Sharing knowledge material
c. Hosting conferences
d. Synchronizing communications efforts
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Annex A
Position Description-Coordinator Naval Affairs
Role
o The role of the Coordinator Naval Affairs is to provide direction and
leadership coordinating all NAC Naval Affairs activities, reporting directly
to the NAC Director Naval Affairs, focused on informing and educating
Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and the application of sea
power in the national interest
– Coordinator Naval Affairs Duties and Responsibilities
o Develop, in conjunction with the Director NAC Naval Affairs, lead and
manage the NAC Naval Affairs program
o Develop, recommend and implement the Naval Affairs annual
strategic business plan
o Develop, recommend and implement the Naval Affairs annual
Strategic Communications Plan
o Lead and oversee the Naval Affairs research program including the
supervision of the Naval Affairs Research Coordinator
o Coordinate Naval Affairs activities with NAC Branches
o Coordinate Naval Affairs activities with like minded institutions
o Establish and maintain close liaison with academic institutions
including the Royal Military College (RMC), the Royal Military College
(St-Jean) (CMR) and the Canadian Defence Academy (CDA)
o Coordinate the establishment of a NAC Naval Affairs website
o Coordinate the development of NAC Naval Affairs media
o Maintain an awareness of ongoing naval and maritime issues of
interest to Canada-print/electronic and social media, journals and
periodicals
o Publish, electronically, a weekly Naval Affairs summary
o Recommend topics for naval students at the schools within CDA
o Act as Point of Communication/Contact for interested media
– Coordinator NAC Naval Affairs Reports to
o The Coordinator Naval Affairs will report to the NAC Director Naval
Affairs
o The Coordinator Naval Affairs will report annually to the NAC Board
on progress on the NAC Naval Affairs program
– Coordinator Naval Affairs Relationships
o Develop liaison with and collaborate with
§ NLOC
§ CDA
§ CDAI
§ Academic Institutions
§ Industry
§ The media
o Maintain a relationship as appropriate with the RCN and the CCG
staffs
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Position Description-NAC Research Coordinator
Role
Coordinate, as directed by the Coordinator Naval Affairs, the production of
background papers on such topics as maritime sovereignty for the NAC website:
Duties and Responsibilities
• Establish and maintain links with teaching academics to enlist student
writers
• Develop annual paper production plan for the papers at annex A
• Publish a list of 10-12 papers annually based on the paper production plan
and distribute to academics and for student interest
• Draft up a short contract, for the approval of the Coordinator NAC Naval
Affairs, for writers aimed primarily at active students
• Manage the payment of grants for writers
• Release or post standard instructions for each paper
• Assess and correct the initial bibliography and outline for each assigned
academic paper as well as review the first draft and the final draft
• Update the NAC Naval Affairs website (when online) on published papers
and papers still sought
• Choose selected papers for publishing elsewhere and assist the writer to get
papers published
• As appropriate for each NAC annual conference establish if papers are sought
and guide the conference planning to offer speakers this option, and a
publishing bonus. As part of this task liaise with the potential host journal to
see they are published and to ensure that NAC’s role is highlighted. If NAC
elects to work with a journal by sponsoring an issue, lead this effort.
• Maintain an electronic bibliography on traditional NAC topics (Submarines,
Naval rationale, etc.) and share these with the NAC members who wish to
write papers and contribute to op-eds.
• Monitor the CDA papers and USNIP, and Naval Review for material worth
posting on the NAC site (monitoring copyright rules) or sending to select
journals (CNR?)
• Be prepared to write or guide the writing of time critical op-eds or letters to
the editor
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Annex B
Engagement Evaluation Material
Detailed description of the candidate evaluation interviews to be published
separately.
Candidates for the position of CNACNA are to submit, at minimum:
• Detailed CV including copies of the appropriate degrees and any awards
• Proof of experience and understanding of:
o Government processes
o Government policy development and implementation
o Canadian Defence and Security Policy
o Canadian Foreign Policy
• Letters of recommendation from supervisors attesting to the candidates:
o Ability to work independently, providing examples
o Ability to work to translate broad direction into action, providing
examples
o Ability to work cooperatively, providing examples
o Ability to apply sound judgment, providing examples
• Examples of the candidates original written work
• Candidates written attestation that they are willing to travel
• Proof of Secret security clearance or proof that application has been made
Candidates for the position of NACNARC are to submit:
• Detailed CV with copies of appropriate degrees and awards. CV to include
proof of:
o A focus on defence and security
o A proven understanding of the maritime environment
• Letters of recommendation from supervisors attesting to the candidates:
o Research skills and ability, providing examples
o Ability to work cooperatively, providing examples
o Ability to logical problem solving ability, providing examples
o Ability to work independently and at a distance from direct
supervision, providing examples
o Ability to function successfully in a complex IT environment
• Examples of the candidates original written material
• Candidates written attestation of their willingness to travel
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Annex C
Proposed NAC NA Paper Approach and Template
Approach
• Writer submits a one page outline and a two page bibliography he (not NAC
NA) produces. This will indicate the extent to which the potential author is
doing some real research. Paid $150.
• Writer submits a 3000 word (max as this is the normal journal length should
you wish to publish the paper later) draft. Paid $ 350.
•

Writer submits a 3000 word final. Paid $500 on being posted to NAC website.

Template (standard academic template)
• Introduction including:
– A statement of the central argument (the ‘thesis statement or the
question he/she seeks to answer, in one para or less, IE “This paper
will precisely define ‘maritime sovereignty’ and relate it to Canada’s
situation.”),
– The roadmap (one para) that provides an outline of the main parts of
the paper, and the context (or why this topic is relevant today, also in
one or two para.
•

The Main Body or Arguments
– Often a brief recap of the issue’s history starts this section
– Occasionally, a brief recap of the way other writers have addressed
the topic or the question then follows
– The author’s Argument or Arguments are then presented in sequence

•

The Conclusion This is the author’s summary of his arguments. He may not
introduce new material at this point.

•

The Recommendations This section may not be required. If, however, the
author feels recommendations are needed it is often better to put them in a
new section after the conclusion.
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Attachment 3

NAC NAVAL AFFAIRS COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGY
General

The Naval Association of Canada (NAC), recognizing that in Canada there is no
central or even distributed maritime knowledge base that focuses on Canada’s Navy
and Coast Guard, is implementing a NAC Naval Affairs (NA) strategy intended to
correct this situation by creating a center of knowledge on maritime affairs in
Canada. A key element of this strategy is the development and the implementation
of a strategic communications strategy. This document outlines the NAC NA
strategic communications strategy.

Situation
Canada is a nation built on trade, much of which moves north and south to the USA. This has led
Canadians to think continentally, and has resulted in what some have called “Maritime Blindness” as
Canadians have little awareness or understanding of the critical role that the oceans play in the
Canadian economy. Canada exists in a maritime world not in a continental world but there has been
little effort, over the years, to nurture a maritime mindset in Canadians or Canadian institutions
resulting in little understanding of the critical importance that the oceans and Canada’s internal
waterways play in the Canadian economy and Canadian defence and security. A case in point is the
continued political and ideologic agenda-driven conflict over Canadian oil and gas.

This lack of understanding permutates through Canadian media and influencers.
Maritime-blindness coupled with a deficit in strategic defence and security
comprehension has resulted in Canada both providing limited capability to defend
her sovereignty and a parasitic reliance on the USA for defence, security and trade.
Essentially until Canada can diffuse this maritime-blindness Canada will continue to
lack strategic vision in defence, security and trade.
NAC NA Strategic Vision
To be a nationally recognized and valued source of naval and maritime strategic
thought and information.
NAC NA Strategic Communications Mission
To inform and educate Canadians about Canada in a maritime world and to explain
the application of sea power in the national interest.

Key Strategic Enabler

NAC will engage a paid Coordinator of Naval Affairs and NAC Research coordinator.
These two individuals will develop a NAC Knowledge Base, re-populate the NAC NA
website, coordinate, on a
daily basis, all NAC NA activities and become a point of contact for the media and
other interested parties on maritime affairs. Of note, no other organization in
Canada has this ambition.
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Communications Strategic Objectives

The strategic objectives of the NAC NA Communications strategy are:
a.
Inform and educate Canadians about Canada in the maritime world
b.
Become the recognized Canadian center of excellence on maritme affairs

Factors

Time-The implementation of this communication strategy must be continuous over
a considerable period of time in order to offset the “maritime blindness” embedded
in Canadian culture and institutions. Canada throughout her history has never
focused on two of Mahan’s key principles of seapower, namely;
A society with an aptitude for the sea and commercial enterprise, and
A government with the influence to dominate the sea.
Thus the education process will take time, perserverance and resources otherwise it
will fail.
Another factor of time is the speed and the impact of social media and the ability to
move information whether or not it is accurate and the need of the media to rapidly
report issues.
Media-Canadian media generally does not focus on maritime issues and events
except to sensationalize or to critize the government. That being said the fault does
not lie totally with members of the media as there is no single credible source of
information in Canada on maritime affairs. Thus when the media needs a comment
on an issue they seek out those who have put themselves forward as “experts”
whether or not they are experts or just have a personal agenda. A case in point is
the ongoing speculation in the media about the utility and the cost of the VICTORIA
Class submarines.
Canadians-The majority of Canadians live within 250 miles of the Canada/USA
border mostly concentrated out of sight of either of Canada’s three oceans. As a
result the sea and all things maritime tend to go unnoticed and are generally not
factored as part of the Canadian mosaic. This in turn leads to governments being
blind, other than as a conservation agenda, to the oceans and Canada’s reliance on
the free use of the oceans for Canada’s economic well being and security. A case in
point is the ongoing conflict of moving Canada’s oil to market.
Influencers-Influencers come in many forms stretching from politicians to teachers,
consequently the process will need to be multi-facited and tailored to each
influencer’s audience. Additionally
NAC NA will need to leverage, where possible, like minded organizations
relationships with influencers.
Decision Makers-The focus on decision makers is in reality a focus on decisions
that have the potential to move Canada and her people towards a more maritime
way of thinking and acting.
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Target Audience
Audience

Audience
Sub-set
Print

Media

TV

Social Media

Trade Journals

CNR

Comment

Objective

Engage editorial
boards on an
ongoing basis.
Contribute to trade
and industry
journals. Journalists
value available and
accurate
commentary to
complement their
reporting .
Difficult to engage
due to short news
cycles. Need to
engage TV
journalists and
maintain
relationships. Be
willing to put
forward “experts”
for on camera
interviews and
comment often at
short notice to meet
media windows.
Presence critical to
attact youth and
journalists. Needs to
be up to date and
accurate. Need also
to have a rapid
reaction capability.
Need to understand
the use of the tool
by youth.
Always looking for
articles. Good place
to bring arguments
into the public
arena.
Once CNR has

Establish ongoing
relationships with major
print editorial boards
Develop and maintain
contact and relationships
with interested
journalists

Establish enduring
relationships with video
journalists
Establish quick response
capability within NAC
and related organizations

Develop an
understanding of what
motivates Canadian
youth
Tailor NAC NA social
media to focus on youth
Establish quick response
capability within NAC
and related organizations
Develop the capability to
create topical articles to
be publshed in trade
journals
Develop a capability to
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Audience

Audience
Sub-set

stabilized develop a
relationship with
the new editorial
board.
Laying a foundation
of maritime
knowledge in
academic
institutions will be
key to creating an
enduring
understanding of
Canada in a
maritime world.

Schools

Undergraduate
programs
Higher
Academic
Institutions

Graduate
programs

Journalists
Influencers

Comment

Laying a foundation
of maritime
knowledge in
Canada’s academic
post graduate
programs will be
key to creating an
enduring
understanding of
Canada in a
maritime world.
Laying a foundation
of maritime
knowledge with
Canada’s youth will
be key to creating
an enduring
understanding of
Canada in a
maritime world.
Few Canadian
journalist focus on
defence and
security let alone

Objective
create topical articles to
be publshed in CNR
Branches through
Outreach programs
engage with local school
boards to provide
material and lessons
relating to Canada in a
maritime world. (Note
this has been a
continuing challenge for
NAC Branches.)
Develop a common NAC
NA Branch Outreach
package.
Branches and NAC NA to
establish relationships
with Canadian academic
institutions to develop
maritime focused
courses.

Branches and NAC NA to
establish relationships
with Canadian academic
institutions to develop
maritime focused courses
as part of international
studies programs.
NAC to establish a
graduate scholarship in
international studies.
Develop professional
relationships with
defence and security
journalists
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Audience

Audience
Sub-set

Editorial Boards

Academics

Parliamentarians

Defence related
Parliamentary
committees

Comment

Objective

maritime issues.
Moreover their
understanding of
maritime issues and
their impact on
Canada is somewhat
lacking.
Editorial Boards set
the tenor of the
media they serve.
They are key to
broadening the
knowledge of
maritime affairs in
the Canadian media.
Academics are often
sought after to
comment on topical
issues in the media.
Moreover,
academics are key
to developing
programs and
courses that
address maritime
issues.
All members of
Parliament have
something in their
riding that is
impacted by Canada
in a maritime world.

Provide journalists with
appropriate background
material on maritime
issues facing Canada.

As per MPs.
Members of defence
and security related
committees tend
not to have a solid
grounding on
maritime issues as
they relate to

As per MPs above
Engage committee
members on defence and
security issues from a
maritime point of view.

Establish enduring
professional
relationships with
Canadian editorial
boards.

Develop, possibly with
the aid of academics,
suitable material that
provide maritime related
material for academics
Develop with interested
academics maritime
related courses and
programs
Develop a political Riding
based data base that
identifies maritime
related issues in each
federal riding
Based on the riding data
base develop and deliver
presentations for MPs.
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Audience

Audience
Sub-set

Senior federal
bureaucrats

Lobbyists

Industry
Associations
Including the
Conference Board
of Canada

Provincial and
municiple
politicians

Comment
defence and
security. Without
this background
Canada’s defence
and security policy
will reamin
continental in
nature.
Most senior federal
bureaucrats are
continental focused.
Their interest and
understanding of
maritime issues and
Canada in the
maritime world is
limited. Moreover
they have little
interest in defence
and security.
Lobbyists have
some degree of
influence on
Parliament Hill.
Normally they are
ex-political staff
with well developed
networks.
Industry
associations engage
government on
behalf of their
members. Their
focus is on their
particular industry
but not necessarily
from a maritime
viewpoint.
Provincial MPPs
tend to focus
internally and not
externally.
Providing MPPs

Objective

Develop an engagement
package for senior
bureaucrats pointing out
the issues relating to
Canada in a maritime
world and the impact on
defence and security.

Develop relationships
with all Ottawa based
political lobby houses.

Engage industry
associations explaining
the impact of Canada in a
maritime world on their
association members.

Branches develop
relationships with
provinciasl MPPs
explaining their Province
in Canada in a maritime
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Audience

Audience
Sub-set

Pollsters

Comment
with a view of their
Provinces economy
from a maritime
world point of view
may bring pressure
to their federal
counterparts.
Pollsters possess
unique view of
Canada and
Canadians through
their DB and
analysis capability.
Tapping into this
knowledge could be
useful in focusing
NAC NA material.

Objective
world.

Develop a working
relationship Canada’s
major pollsters.

Messages
The following are the key NAC NA messages:
a.
Canada is a global trading nation that relies on the oceans to trade
c.

d.
e.
f.

b.
Canada possesses a vast, resource-rich ocean estate
Canada’s prosperity and security relies on the rule of law at sea and freedom of
navigation at sea
Canada must not rely exclusively on others to protect and further its national
interests
Canada faces increased threats at sea and from the sea from conventional and
unconventional means
Canada needs a capable maritime defence and security forces to secure the oceans
and prevent and deter conflict and war
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Communications Channels

Channel
Television
Web Site

Social Media

Presentations

Trade Shows
Printed media
Rapid reaction issue
management
NAC Outreach

Comments
TV video response needs to be rapid yet accurate.
Potential to designate regional and national
spokespersons to resond to media enquiries.
Web site needs to be dynamic and not just text.
Video needs to be included and integrated into
social media. Web site will need to be
complimentary with social media which will mean
constant updates and improvements.
Managing social media on a real time basis will
require full time resources which are likely beyond
the resources of NAC. A solution may well be
delegated and distributed input into NAC NA social
media platforms.
Presentations need to be dynamic and not rely on
pure text. Video has been proven to be more
effective than pure text or verbal presentation.
There is a requirement for NAC to investigate video
production. Central messaging will be critical to
maintain all engagements on message.
Consider developing a booth for trade shows.
There will be resource implications that need to be
studied.
Needs to be focused on the take-away messages.
Investigate regional spokespersons for regional
issues and a national spokesperson for national
issue.
NAC Outreach has the ability to engage at the local
level across the country. Outreach coordination will
be integrated into the communications strategy
implementation plan.

Potential Partners/Alliances
Leveraging alliances and partnerships is very important in addressing the maritime
cultural deficit in Canada. Some potential alliances/partnerships include:
Navy League of Canada (NLOC)- The NLOC by it’s founding charter is uniquely
mandated to lobby the Government of Canada for the Navy. Over the past decade the
NLOC has hosted the popular Navy/Coast Guard Day on Parliament Hill. NAC NA
can leverage the existing relationship with NLOC to assist in the planning and the
execution of Navy/CCG Day.
NAC NA should share it’s evolving maritime data base with the NLOC.
Academic Institutions-Since the demise of the naval and maritime nexus at the
Dalhousie University Centre of Foreign Policy Studies there has been no academic
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institution in Canada that specializes in naval or maritime policy. This, coupled with
the end of the Security and Defence Forum (SDF) program in Canada has diffused
any previous concentration of naval and maritime knowledge in Canada.
Regretablly, with the exception of a small residual cadre at Dalhousie University and
Calgary, most Canadian defence and security think tanks based in academic
institutions focus continentally as they lack maritme influence.
NAC NA has the potential opportunity to assist in the re-creation of an academic
center of maritime knowledge within the Canadian academic community.
CDA Institute- CDAI was created in 1987 as a charitable non-partisan research
organization whose mandate is to promote informed public debate on national
security and defence issues and the vital role played by the CAF in Canadian society.
Over the years CDAI has generaly been dominated by retired army officers which
has imbued the Institute with a continental mindset and a rather unhealthy case of
maritime blindness. Regretablly not having, in Canada, a centre of maritime studies
has, by default, allowed CDA Institute, by default, to fill the void to the detriment of
the maritime services in Canada. The evolution of the NAC Knowledge Base andd the
creation of the CNACNA will open up an opportunity to remove CDA Institute from
maritime security discussion and analysis.
Canadian Global Affairs Institute (CGAI)- The Calgary-based Canadian Global
Affairs Institute’s mission is to be a catalyst for innovative Canadian global
engagement. CGAI produces high quality public policy research related to Canadian
international relations.
The Institute’s research is designed to raise the level of knowledge and appreciation
about issues of Canadian defence, diplomacy and international aid.
In 2010, it opened an Ottawa office to reach out to parliamentarians, senior policy
makers and the diplomatic service.
There is an opportunity for NAC NA to develop a partnership relationship with CGAI
leveraging the CGAI reputation and the evolving NAC NA Knowledge Base.

Implementation
Coordination
The Director NAC Naval Affairs provides strategic direction
The CNACNA coordinates the NAC NA communications strategy implementation
Branch Outreach Teams participate in the communications implementation plan

Execution

CNACNA to:
-Develop and implement the NAC NA Communications Strategy Implementation
Plan
-Coordinate the development of the NAC NA Knowledge Base
-Develop a Riding based Data Base from a maritime perspective
-Develop a rolling five year budget for the implementation of the communications
strategy

Resources to Execute Strategy

The successful execution of this plan will require resources both human and
financial. These resources are outlined in the NAC NA Strategy approved by the NAC
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Board. A detailed budget for the Communications Strategy Implementation Plan
will be developed by the CNACNA as noted above.
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Attachment 4
Biography Dr. Ann Griffiths
Dr. Ann L. Griffiths received her B.A. (Hons) from Queen’s University, Kingston,
Ontario, herM.A. from The University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, and her Ph.D. from
DalhousieUniversity, Halifax, Nova Scotia. For the past 20 years she has been
working at DalhousieUniversity teaching for the Department of Political Science and
editing for the Centre forForeign Policy Studies (now the Centre for the Study of
Security and Development). Herspecialty is international relations and she has
taught courses such as World Politics, HumanRights, Global Conflict and Violence,
among others. For about 10 years she also taught atStadacona naval base for
RMC/DND as part of the OPME program – the course she taught wasThe Canadian
Forces in Modern Society (POE 206), which was always fun.
In her work with the Centre, she was mainly involved in the maritime security
activities thatthe Centre used to undertake. She helped with a number of
conferences and workshops,including a series of workshops about the NSPS/NSS.
She also has edited Canadian NavalReview since its inception in 2005. Some of her
naval/military publications include:
•“Canada is Back – Via the Navy?” Canadian Naval Review, Vol. 13, No. 3 (Fall 2017).
•“A Year in Review,” Royal Navy, The Naval Review, Vol. 105, No. 4 (November
2017), pp.437-443.
•“Editorial: Invisible Pirates and the Marine Industry,” Canadian Naval Review, Vol.
13, No.2 (Summer 2017).
•“The Trouble(s) with Turkey: Turkey and NATO,” Policy Brief, Canadian Global
AffairsInstitute, 10 November 2016.
•“Year in Review,” Royal Navy, The Naval Review, Vol. 104, No. 4 (November 2016).
•“Editorial: Whatever Happened to Piracy?” Canadian Naval Review, Vol. 12, No.
2(Summer 2016).
•“Canadian Naval Review: 2015 in Review,” Royal Navy, The Naval Review, Vol. 103,
No. 4(November 2015).
•Abridged version of “Another Take on ‘Canadian Policy to Confront the Islamic
State,’”Conference of Defence Associations Institution (CDAI), July 2015.
•“Another Take on ‘Canadian Policy to Confront the Islamic State,’” Canadian
GlobalAffairs Institute, June 2015.
•“Canadian Naval Review: The Year 2014 in Review,” Royal Navy, The Naval
Review,United Kingdom, Vol. 103, No. 1, February 2015.
•“Editorial: Always the Bridesmaid, Never the Bride,” Canadian Naval Review, Vol.
10, No.3 (2015), pp. 2-3.
•“Editorial: How Do You Measure Success?” Canadian Naval Review, Vol. 8, No. 4
(Winter2013), pp. 2-3.
•“Editorial: Out of Sight, Out of Mind,” Canadian Naval Review, Vol. 8, No. 2
(Summer2012), pp. 2-3.
•(edited and introduced), Is There Life Abroad After Afghanistan? The Future of
CanadianExpeditionary Operations, Halifax, Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, 2011.
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•(edited with Eric Lerhe), Naval Gazing: The Canadian Naval Contemplates Its
Future,Dalhousie University: Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, 2010.
•“Editorial: Navies, Oceans and Legal Entanglements,” Canadian Naval Review, Vol. 6,
No.2 (Summer 2010), pp. 2-3.
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Attachment 5
Biography Dr. Adam Lajeunesse
Adam Lajeunesse, PhD, is the Irving Shipbuilding Chair in Canadian Arctic Marine
Security Policy and an Assistant Professor at the Mulroney Institute of Government, St.
Francis Xavier University. He is the author of Lock, Stock, and Icebergs (2016), an award
winning political history of the Northwest Passage, as well as co-author of the 2017
monograph China’s Arctic Ambitions and What They Mean for Canada, and co-editor of
Canadian Arctic Operations, 1941-2015: Lessons Learned, Lost, and Relearned (2017).
Lajeunesse works on questions of Arctic sovereignty and security policy and has written
extensively on CAF Arctic operations, maritime security, Canadian-American
cooperation in the North, and Canadian Arctic history.
Dr. Lajeunesse is a fellow of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, the Arctic Institute of
North America, and the Centre for the Study of Security and Development and sits on
the editorial board of the Canadian Naval Review. He is a regular lecturer at the NATO
Defence College (Rome) and an academic participant in the bi-annual Arctic Security
Working Group.
Dr. Lajeunesse has frequently been invited to lecture to government and defence
audiences through Expert Briefing Series’ managed by DND, CISIS, and GAC. He has
participated in GAC’s academic consolations developing the department’s new Arctic
Policy Framework, and with DND in its Expert Stakeholder Consultations to develop
Strong, Secure, Engaged. In addition, Lajeunesse has presented evidence on northern
defence to the House of Commons Standing Committee on National Defence (on
northern defence) and to the British House of Commons Defence sub-Committee.
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